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Introduction 

Madani Schools Federation is committed to ensuring that candidates are fully briefed on the 

exam and assessment process in place in the centre and are made aware of the required 

JCQ/awarding body instructions and information for candidates. 

Hopefully, this booklet will prove informative and helpful for you and your parents or carers.  

Please read it carefully and show it to your parents or carers so that they are also aware of the 

examination regulations and the procedures to follow in the event of any problems occurring. 

It contains important information on malpractice, personal data, and presents candidates with 

the JCQ documents mentioned briefly in the first paragraph. 

Some of the questions you may have are answered at the back of this booklet.  If there is 

anything you do not understand or any question that has not been addressed, PLEASE ASK THE 

EXAMS OFFICER. 

The school telephone number is: 0116 2498080. The Exams Office direct line is 2498084 

 

 

Purpose of this handbook 

Hopefully, this booklet will prove informative and helpful for you and your parents or carers.  

Please read it carefully and show it to your parents or carers so that they are also aware of the 

examination regulations and the procedures to follow in the event of any problems occurring. 

It contains important information on malpractice, personal data, and presents candidates with 

the JCQ documents mentioned briefly in the first paragraph. 

Some of the questions you may have are answered at the back of this booklet.  If there is 

anything you do not understand or any question that has not been addressed, PLEASE ASK THE 

EXAMS OFFICER. 

The school telephone number is: 0116 2498080. The Exams Office direct line is 2498084 

 

Malpractice 

This is sometimes called ‘cheating’. To maintain the integrity of qualifications, strict regulations 

are in place. Malpractice means any act or practice which is in breach of the regulations. Any 

alleged, suspected or actual incidents of malpractice will be investigated and reported to the 

relevant awarding body/bodies. JCQ provides information regarding what constitutes 

malpractice: 

o Introduction of unauthorised material into the examination room 

o Breaches of examination conditions 

o Exchanging, obtaining, receiving, or passing on information which could be examination 

related (or the attempt to) 

o Offences relating to the content of candidates’ work 

o Undermining the integrity of examinations/assessments 

 

Personal data 

The awarding bodies collect information about exam candidates.  

To understand what information is collected and how it is used, you must read the JCQ 

Information for candidates – Privacy Notice  
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http://www.jcq.org.uk/exams-office/information-for-candidates-documents/information-for-

candidates---privacy-notice 

 

Copyright 

The copyright of any work created by a candidate that is submitted to an awarding body for 

assessment (referred to as Assessment Materials) belongs to the candidate. 

By submitting this work, a candidate is granting the awarding body a non-exclusive, royalty-free 

licence to use their assessment materials (referred to as Assessment Licence) 

If a candidate wishes to terminate the awarding body’s rights for anything other than assessing 

his/her work, the awarding body must be notified by the centre and it is at the discretion of the 

awarding body whether or not to terminate such rights. 

Coursework assessments/non-examination assessments 

Read the ‘Information for candidates – coursework assessments in Appendix 1 and Appendix 2. 

You will note that the information is almost exactly identical, except that for ‘non-examination 

assessments’ there is an additional warning of the temptation to use pre-prepared on-line 

solutions — this is cheating too. Electronic tools used by awarding bodies can detect this sort of 

copying. 

Furthermore, copying / plagiarism carries a heavy penalty. Take pride in your work being your 

own!  

Written timetabled exams 

These are probably what comes to mind when you hear the word ‘exams.’  

The main body of written exams take place in May and June, but you will also have mock 

examinations earlier in the year. 

For the May/June examinations, you will receive a confirmed list (on paper) of the entries 

(subjects and tiers) that have been made for you by mid-February. This is called a ‘statement of 

entry’, and you should check it to see that all the information is correct. That includes your name: 

the name on this statement will be the same name that appears on your printed certificates. 

By April, you will receive (via email) an (electronic) copy of your exam timetable, including 

seating arrangements. A further copy can be requested from Student Services. 

The JCQ documents and exam room posters that appear in the Appendices of this handbook 

will also be available on the Student P:drive 

 

Contingency Day – Summer 2022  

The qualification regulators, awarding bodies and government departments responsible 

for education have prepared and agreed information for schools and colleges in the event 

of examinations being seriously disrupted. This jointly agreed information will ensure 

consistency of response in the event of major disruption to the examinations system 

affecting significant numbers of candidates.  

When the final timetable is published by the examination awarding bodies, you will see a 

‘Contingency Day’ mentioned. You, the candidate, should make sure that you are available 

to sit exams any week day between your last timetabled exam and the Contingency Day. If 

you decide not to be available, other than for reasons traditionally covered by special 

http://www.jcq.org.uk/exams-office/information-for-candidates-documents/information-for-candidates---privacy-notice
http://www.jcq.org.uk/exams-office/information-for-candidates-documents/information-for-candidates---privacy-notice
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consideration (e.g. illness, family emergency) then you will not be eligible for enhanced 

grading arrangements.  

 

What to do if you identify you have two or more exam papers timetabled at the same 

time  

Two examples of examinations being timetabled in the same afternoon session for 2022 are 

Monday 6th June, when Arabic writing clashes with Computing Paper 2, and Tuesday 7th June, 

when Geography and Urdu occupy the same slot.  

In these cases, unless a candidate has an access arrangement which gives them extra time, 

then that candidate who has two exam papers timetabled at the same time will not receive 

rest breaks within the timed exams. However, there will be a short, supervised rest break 

between the first and second exam.  

If a candidate has two or more examinations timetabled for the same time, and the total 

duration of the exams exceeds three hours, then rest breaks during the actual exams can be 

arranged. 

Formal exam conditions will exist at all times. Candidates are allowed to communicate during 

rest breaks between examinations, but they must remain under supervision at all times, and 

revision notes and guides are not allowed at any time in the exam hall. 

Where you will take your exams 

The venue for most examinations will be the Sports Hall. MFL Listening exams will take place in 

a smaller room, confirmed in the timetable closer to exam time. If you have an access 

arrangement that involves the use of a reader, scribe or extra time, then you will not normally 

be in the Sports Hall for your exams. 

 

What time your exams will start and finish 

The morning start time for GCSE written exams has been kept at 8.45 am in recent years. The 

afternoon start time is most commonly 1.30pm, but is often 1pm during Ramadhan. You should 

be at the meeting point 20 minutes before the exam start time. 

Each examination has a set duration, and it is for candidates to calculate the finish time and 

make arrangements for transport home outside of normal school schedules. Candidates are 

not allowed to hand in their paper and leave the exam hall until 10am (morning exams) and 

2.30 (afternoon exams) at the very earliest. 

When leaving an exam, once you are unsupervised, you are not allowed back in. Also, you 

are never permitted to take any exam paper or answer sheets out of the exam hall. 

We kindly remind candidates that exam leave is normally granted from the May half term 

holiday onwards, so coming to and from School and remaining punctual becomes much 

more of an individual responsibility.  

 

Supervision during your exams 

Exams are supervised by a team of invigilators, who must follow strict rules and regulations. You 

can ask them for assistance in making your exam a comfortable experience. They cannot 

help you with understanding the questions, neither can they provide you with equipment that 

you have neglected to bring. You should raise your hand if you need their attention. Never 

call out. 
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Toilet / Bathroom breaks 

Before every exam, you should visit the bathroom if you need to, since it is your responsibility to 

be ready for your exam in every sense possible. Invigilators are not keen on escorting 

candidates to and from the bathroom. A note is made of every candidate’s time outside the 

exam hall, and while you will be given that time back to complete your exam paper, you will 

probably be refused a request during a subsequent exam, unless you can supply a doctor’s 

note for a related medical condition.  

 

Exam room conditions 

Before entering, you should leave coats, bags, mobile phones and any other ‘data capable’ 
devices outside.  
 
Invigilators will supervise you as you enter the exam hall. All candidates are under formal 
examination conditions from the moment they enter the exam hall until the moment they 
leave. We also insist that candidates remain quiet until they are well away from the exam hall 
doors. For the Boys School, this means halfway across the lawn area, and for the Girls School, 
this means outside the Sports Hall completely.   
 
‘Formal exam conditions’ are defined as:  
 

• No talking or communication of any kind,  
• No disturbance or distraction of other people,  
• Listening to the invigilator(s) and following their instructions,  
• Communicating only with the invigilator(s),  
• Handing in any notes or revision guides that you forgot were in your pocket,  
• Keeping exam papers and equipment on your desk, not showing papers to others  
• No sharing of stationery or calculators.  

 
You will be asked to focus on reaching your seat without fuss or noise. Seating plans will always 
be on display at the door. If you forget where you are supposed to sit, then you should stand 
quietly and wait for an invigilator to assist you.  
 
 Once seated, if you look up, a clock should be visible to you at all times, and the projection 
on the wall will show you the:  

• Centre number  
• Subject title  
• Paper code  
• Date and start / finish time of the exam  

 
If you can’t see one or more of these, you must raise your hand and wait for an invigilator.   
 
 Once invigilators are happy that candidates are comfortable, your exam papers will be 
handed out. Candidates must always listen to instructions from the invigilators, and must not 
complete any part of the front of the exam paper(s) until told to do so. This is for a number of 
very good reasons.   
 
Invigilators will give any relevant information regarding the use of additional answer sheets.   
 
An announcement of the general regulations will be made, and a member of the invigilation 
team will talk candidates through the completion of the front page of the exam papers. 
 
At the end of the examination, candidates must hand in their script, question paper and 
any other material before they leave the examination room. 
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Your exam ‘identity’ 

Every candidate will have an examination card on their desk. It shows the candidate 

photograph, name and the candidate (or ‘exam’) number. This is the number that 

candidates must copy to their examination answer papers. This card remains the property 

of Madani Schools Federation. Any loss or damage of the identity card will mean that the 

candidate will be liable to pay for a replacement. In line with GDPR policy, these cards are 

destroyed at the end of each student’s time at the School.  

What equipment you need to bring to your exams 

It is essential that candidates carry items in a clear (see through) pencil case or plastic wallet. If 

you are seen to be carrying a pencil case that does not meet the requirements, you will be 

asked to return to the entrance door and to leave it there.  

Every exam will require the use of a black ink or ballpoint pen. You should carry a spare black 

pen too. As you can see from the list below, a pencil, ruler and rubber are called for also.   
 

Subject  Equipment  Subject  Equipment  

Business Std   Black pen 

 Pencil  

 Calculator 

Languages   Black pen 

 Pencil   

Design Tech   Black pen 

 Pencil  

 Pencil sharpener 

 Rubber 

 Coloured pencils 

 Optional drawing equipment 

(e.g. set squares) 

Maths & 

sciences 
 Black pen 

 Pencil  

 Pencil sharpener 

 Scientific calculator 

 Ruler 

 Rubber 

 Protractor 

 Compasses 

English, 

History / RE  
 Black pen 

 Pencil  

 Coloured highlighters 

Geography   Black pen 

 Pencil  

 Pencil sharpener 

 Scientific calculator 

 Ruler 

 Rubber 

 Protractor 
 

Using calculators 
Calculators must be working: candidates must check the battery level and clear the memory 

before bringing them to the exam hall. Here are the JCQ regulations regarding the use of 

calculators:  

Calculators must be: 

o Of a suitable size for use on a desk; 

o Either battery or solar powered; 

o Free of lids, cases and covers which 

have printed instructions or formulae. 

 

Calculators must not: 

• Be designed or adapted to offer any of 

these facilities: 

o Language translators; 

o Symbolic algebra manipulation; 

o Symbolic differentiation or integration;  

o Communication with other machines or 

the internet; 

• Be borrowed from another candidate 

during an examination for any reason; 

• Have retrievable information stored in 

them. This includes: 

o Databanks; 

o Dictionaries; 

o Mathematical formulae; 

o Text. 

The candidate is responsible for the 

following: 

o The calculator’s power supply; 

o The calculator’s working condition; 

o Clearing anything stored in the 

calculator. 
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What you should not bring into the exam room 

• Coats, bags,  

• Mobile phones, wristwatches of any type, ipods, any device capable of storing or 

sharing data and / or images including smart watches,  

• Food and drink items, or chewing gum. The obvious exception to this is water, but it 

must be in a clear, unlabelled bottle. Another exception is food requested for those 

students who have a medical condition.  

Please note that watches are now classed as unauthorised items 

 

What you should wear for your exams 

Full uniform must be worn. MBS candidates must wear their hats and blazers, no trainers are 

permitted. Blazers may be removed during the course of the examination, but should not be 

hung on the backs of chairs. Invigilators will help by placing your blazer on a nearby desk or 

bench.   

MGS candidates should note that random and regular spot checks will made to ensure that 

scarves do not hide or contain any non-regulation materials, digital devices or earphones.   

 

Where your personal belongings will be stored during your exam 

If candidates forget to leave their mobile phones, wristwatches or digital devices at School 

Reception, and they bring them to the entrance of the exam hall, they will be instructed to 

switch them off and to swap them from a ticket in one of the hanging racks near the entrance 

door. These can then be retrieved at the point where candidates are asked to leave the exam 

hall, and not before.  
  

Candidates who forget to leave their coats or bags outside will have these items placed in a 

suitable corner of the room. Invigilators will present them with these items after other 

candidates have left the exam hall.  
 

What to do if you arrive late for your exam 

It is not good to be late, but if you are running behind time, you should contact the School 

Reception to let them know. They will inform the Exams Officer and the invigilation team. You 

should not panic, but do not waste any time in arriving at Reception. From there, you will be 

invited to move to the exam room as normal.   

If your arrival is between 1 minute late and 10 am for a morning exam, and between 1 minute 

late and 2.30pm for an afternoon exam, you will be spoken to by one of the invigilation team 

before entering the exam hall, to remind you of the regulations and to check you have no 

unauthorised items in your possession. If there are staff members available at the official finish 

time, you may be offered the time that you missed to complete the examination.   

  

If your being late means that you are arriving at 10.01 a.m. or later for a morning exam, or 2.31 

p.m. or later for an afternoon exam, you will be advised that the examination board may not 

accept your examination paper. You will be allowed to complete the examination in the 

same way, but the Exams Officer will request that you give a written summary for your 

lateness. This summary will then be sent to the exam awarding organisation, who will then 

decide whether or not to accept your examination. In most instances, they refuse. 
 

What to do if you are unwell on the day of your exam 

It is important that you or your family member inform the School as soon as possible about the 

nature of your illness. If you are unwell but feel that you can manage the exam, you will be 

allowed to do so. However, it may be that you are unable to attend the exam. You should not 

force yourself, nor should you attend an exam if your symptoms are contagious.  
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Within four working days of the examination, you should provide evidence to the Exams 

Officer of your illness. This should be in the form of a medical note from a GP or medical 

professional, but if this is not possible for some reason, a   

The examination awarding organisation will look at the circumstances of your illness and 

deliver a special consideration decision. This decision will only be known on the results day in 

August, when they will give an indication that special considerations have been applied.   

Similarly, if you fall ill or feel unwell during an examination, you should ask one of the invigilators 

to inform the Exams Officer, who will then insist that you look to confirm your symptoms with a 

medical professional.   

JCQ Form 14 – Self Certification for absence or illness is available on the MSF website, a three 

page document, useful in providing evidence.  

Please note that there are some unacceptable reasons for absence, which are dealt with in 

the Exams Absence Policy. These include:  

Holidays  

Minor illness  

Failure to prepare properly for the examination  

Misreading the timetable  

Sporting events (unless at international level)  

  

If you cannot provide an acceptable reason for your absence you will be invoiced for the full 

amount of the cost of the examination.  

 

What to do if you have an accident or a bereavement close to the day of an exam 

In the case of an accident that means you are unable to write it may be possible to 

provide you with a scribe to write your answers but you need to inform the Exams Officer 

as soon as possible. It may also be possible to file a case of ‘Special Consideration’ with 

the exam awarding organisation, so that they can decide to adjust the mark given from 

between 0% and 5%. This can be for circumstances such as illness, accident, injury, 

bereavement or domestic crisis. You should therefore inform the Exams Officer of any 

circumstances which are beyond your control that could be affecting your exam 

performance. 

What happens in the event of an emergency in the exam room 

The Madani School Federation emergency evacuation and ‘lockdown’ policies on the 

website cover this in more detail. Very briefly, candidates when faced with an emergency 

should listen to instructions from the invigilators.   
The instructions will be to:  

• Stop writing  

• Turn the examination papers face down  

• Leave calmly. Take no items with you.  

• Leave row by row – invigilators will guide you to the nearest fire exit door.  

• DO NOT talk  

• Keep at an arm’s length from all other candidates at all times.  

• Gather at the evacuation assembly point:  MGS girls’ playground, Boys should follow 

the invigilators to the assembly point in the girls’ playground. Radio contact will be made 

with teaching staff from MBS.  

• Once at the assembly point, teaching staff will carry out a roll call and will check 

against their registers for that day to make sure that that all people are accounted for.  
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What to do in the event of a lockdown emergency in the exam room 

On hearing the bell: 

• Stop writing 

• Turn examination papers face down 

• Sit on the floor immediately next to the desk 

• Minimize movement 

• Stay silent and avoid drawing attention 

• Wait for the ‘all clear’ (intermittent bell) 

• You will be instructed to resume the exam if possible, and given any time that you lost. 

 

Candidates with access arrangements/reasonable adjustments 

A decision where an exam candidate may be approved separate invigilation within the 

centre will be made by the SENCo.  

The decision will be based on:  

• whether the candidate has a substantial and long term impairment which has an 

adverse effect; and  

• the candidate’s normal way of working within the centre     

The individual candidate timetable will make it clear if a candidate is going to be sitting 

exams in a separate room: The Sports Hall will not be listed as an exam room. If you are unsure 

about your rooming, you can discuss it with the Exams Officer or the SENCo.  

 

Results 

Provisional statements of results will be issued from 9 a.m. on Thursday 25th August 2022. 

‘Provisional’ means that the results are not 100% confirmed until candidates are given a 

printed certificate. This is because there is a ‘Post Results’ review process (see next section). 
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On Results Day, it is advisable that you: 

• take the time to discuss any queries you may have with the senior leaders or head of 

subject 

• check the grade boundaries and mark thresholds to see how close you might have 

come to the grade above 

• review and sign any forms of consent, so that the staff can pursue an ‘Access to Scripts’ 

request on your behalf (if it applies to the subject area), or so that staff can use your 

controlled assessment materials to help in future teaching. 

• Leave a parent / carer email address and contact details with the Exams Officer or 

Receptionist. 

If you can’t attend Results Day for some reason, and you want somebody else to collect your 

results for you, then you must provide a form of written consent (an email or letter), stating the 

full identity of the person collecting the results. That person will have to present a form of photo 

identification in order to complete the collection process (e.g. driving licence, passport). 

Should you be unable to send somebody to collect the results in person, then it is possible for 

us to arrange for an email of the results to be sent to a secure web address. Please note that 

there is always a delay in this process, so you may be waiting up to 24 hours.  

We are not allowed to give results over the telephone. 

 

Post-results services 

The services available from Results Day until the JCQ deadlines (details of which will be 

provided on the day) are: 

• Clerical re-check 

• Review of marking 

• Review of moderation (can only be requested for the whole school) 

• Access to Scripts 

The advice from JCQ states that reviews of marking, for candidates whose marks are a 

concern, should be made at the earliest opportunity. It is also advisable that you inform your 

college of any reviews of marking. 

The deadline for Access to Scripts for copies of GCSE papers to support reviews of marking is 

always 1 week after results release day. We can still access scripts until 26th September, but we 

will not be able to ask for a Review of Marking thereafter. 

The deadline for Reviews of Results is September 20th (the last day is 19th September). 

There are fees and charges for these Post Results Services: 

They are set independently by each individual awarding body. 

For clerical checks and reviews of marking, the fee will not be charged if subject grades are 

amended, whether upwards or downwards. 

For reviews of moderation, the fee will not be charged if centre marks are reinstated. 

A list of fees and deadlines is always available from the exam awarding bodies’ websites. Links 

to these will be given to you on Results Day.  

Once again, the most important consideration here is that you provide the School with an 

updated parent / carer email address: this is vital when we are looking for your consent for 

Post Results Services.  

Please ensure that you complete any ‘update contact details’ document and return it to 

School Reception promptly. 

Certificates 

These are always distributed in November. You will receive notification via a text message or 

email in November, informing you that they are available for collection during office hours 

(8.00 am to 3.30pm). In the same way as with results, if you want somebody else to collect 
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your certificates for you, then you must provide a form of written consent (an email or letter), 

stating the full identity of the person collecting. That person will have to present a form of 

photo identification in order to complete the collection process (e.g. driving licence, 

passport). 

Certificates are held in secure storage for at least one year after the issue date. You can 

collect them at any time. 

 

Internal appeals procedures 

Each awarding body publishes its arrangements for appeals against its decisions.  In addition, 

an appeal can be made to the School concerning internal assessment:  

 

• The appeal applies only to the procedures used in arriving at internal assessment 

decisions and does not apply to the judgement themselves; you cannot appeal 

against the mark or grade only the procedures used 

• The parent or guardian must make the appeal in writing to the School’s Examinations 

Officer The deadline to receive appeals should be prior to the written examination 

series.  This deadline may be extended in exceptional circumstances in situations where 

the coursework marking and moderation schedule extends beyond this time. 

• The enquiry into the internal process will normally be led by a person nominated by the 

Head of Centre, ensuring that he or she has not played any part in the original internal 

assessment process. The enquiry will be completed within 10 working days. On 

completion the written findings will be sent to the student. 

• The teacher making the assessment will be able to respond to the appeal in writing, 

and a copy will be sent to the appellant; 

• The enquiry will consider whether the procedures used for the internal assessment were 

in conformity with the published requirements of the Awarding Body and the ‘Code of 

Practice’. 

 

The appellant will be informed in writing of the outcome of the appeal, including: 

Relevant communications with the Awarding Body; 

Any steps taken to further protect the interest of the candidates. 

 

• If the student is satisfied with the findings no further action will be taken. However, if the 

student remains unsatisfied with the findings then a final appeal can be made. The 

appeal must be sent to the Head of Centre (within a week of receiving the written 

findings). The grounds for the appeal must be clearly stated. Once received by the 

Head of Centre a personal hearing will be convened within ten working days. This panel 

will consist of two persons not previously involved, normally the Head of Centre and a 

member of the Governing body. The candidate, who will be asked to attend, can be 

supported by a parent/carer or friend.  

 

• The panel will examine the evidence for the procedures used in the assessment, decide 

upon their appropriateness and that the procedures have been properly followed as 

required by the Awarding Body concerned.  Written confirmation of the panel findings 

will be provided within three working days. 
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Appendix 1 

JCQ Information for candidates - coursework 

You must read this information if you are undertaking qualifications that contain elements of 

coursework assessment. 
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Appendix 2 

JCQ Information for candidates – non-examination assessments 

You must read this information if you are undertaking qualifications that contain components of 

non-examination assessment.  
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Appendix 3 

JCQ Information for candidates – written exams 

You must read this information before you take any externally assessed timetabled written 

exams.  
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Appendix 4 

JCQ Information for candidates – Privacy Notice 

You must read this notice as it contains “Information About You and How We Use It”                                                                
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Appendix 5 

JCQ Information for candidates – social media 

You must read this information to help you stay within examination/assessment regulations when 

using social media.  
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Appendix 6 

JCQ Unauthorised items poster 

This poster will be displayed outside each exam room. You must note that “Possession of 

unauthorised items, such as a mobile phone, is a serious offence and could result in 

DISQUALIFICATION from your examination and your overall qualification.” 
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Appendix 7 

JCQ Warning to candidates poster 

This poster will be displayed outside each exam room. You must note all the warnings. 

 

 

 



Madani Schools MOCK and GCSE (FINAL) Exam Timetable 2021-22

Exam Date Exam series Board Qual

MOCK EXAM 

CODE Subject Title

Exam 

Time Exam Duration

15 to 19/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 2FR French (MBS) MBS Speaking mock 20-25 mins per candidate vary 20-25m

19/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 2SP/IT Spanish / Italian (MBS) MBS Speaking mock 20-25 mins per candidate vary 20-25m

19/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 2UR Urdu (MGS) Session 1 of 2 MGS Speaking mock 20-25 mins per candidate 1.55 20-25m

22/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 2UR Urdu (MBS) MBS Speaking mock 20-25 mins per candidate vary 20-25m

22/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 2UR Urdu (MGS) MGS Speaking mock 20-25 mins per candidate 12.30> 20-25m

23/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 2AR Arabic (MBS) MBS Speaking mock 20-25 mins per candidate vary 20-25m

24 to 25/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 2FR French (MGS) MGS Speaking mock 20-25 mins per candidate 10.40> 20-25m

26/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 1IT Italian (MBS) MBS Listening Mock MBS 10.40 35 or 45m

26/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 2AR Arabic (MGS) MGS Speaking mock 20-25 mins per candidate 10.40> 20-25m

26/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 1Sp Spanish (MBS) MBS Listening Mock MBS 10.40 35 or 45m

29/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DJ204 Business Studies Written Paper 8.15 90m

29/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 1AR Arabic (MGS) MGS Listening Mock MGS 2.00 35 or 45m

30/11/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 1AR Arabic (MBS) MBS Listening Mock MBS 10.40 35 or 45m

01/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE D8552 Design Tech (MBS) Written Paper 10.40 2h 00m

02/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 1UR Urdu (MBS) MBS Listening Mock MBS 1.55 35 or 45m

06/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DJ260 Science (Combined & Triple) Paper 1 of 3 8.15 1h10 or 1h45

06/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 1UR Urdu (MGS) MGS Listening Mock MGS 1.55 35 or 45m

07/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DLit1 English Literature Paper 1 of 2 MBS 8.15 1h 45m 

07/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DLit2 English Literature Paper 1 of 2 MGS 8.15 2h 00m

07/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DRA01 Religious Studies Paper 1 of 2 10.40 50m

08/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE D8300 Maths Paper 1 Non-Calculator 8.15 1h 30m 

08/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 3IT Italian (MBS) Reading Mock MBS 8.15 1h 00m

08/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 3SP Spanish (MBS) Reading Mock MBS 8.15 1h 00m

08/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 4FR French Writing Paper 10.10 1h or 1h15

09/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE D8145 History Paper 1 of 2 8.15 1h00

09/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE D8035 Geography Paper 1 of 2 8.15 1h15m

09/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 4AR Arabic  Writing Paper 9.50 1h15 or 1h25m

09/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 4UR Urdu   Writing Paper 9.50 1h00 or 1h15m

10/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DLang1 English Language Paper 1 of 2 8.15 1h 45m 

10/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE D277 Computer Science Paper 1 of 2 10.40 1h 00m

10/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 3FR French Reading Mock    10.40 45m or 1h 

13/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DJ260 Science (Combined & Triple) Paper 2 of 3 8.15 1h10 or 1h45

13/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 1FR French (MGS) MGS Listening Mock MGS 2.00 35 or 45m

14/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DLit2 English Literature Paper 2 of 2 MBS 8.15 1h 20min

14/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DLit2 English Literature Paper 2 of 2 MGS 8.15 2h 00m

14/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 1FR French (MBS) MBS Listening Mock MBS 10.40 35 or 45m

15/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DJ260 Science (Combined & Triple) Paper 3 of 3 8.15 1h10 or 1h45

15/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 4IT Italian (MBS) Writing Mock MBS 8.15 1h15m

15/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 4SP Spanish (MBS) Writing Mock MBS 8.15 1h15m

15/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE D8145 History Paper 2 of 2 10.40 1h 00m

15/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE D8035 Geography Paper 2 of 2 10.40 1h 00m

16/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DLang2 English Language Paper 2 of 2 MBS 8.15 2h 05m

16/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DLang2 English Language Paper 2 of 2 MGS 8.15 2h 00m

16/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE DRA02 Religious Studies Paper 2 of 2 10.40 50m

17/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE D8300 Maths Calculator Paper (Paper 2) 8.15 1h 30m 

17/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE D277 Computer Science Paper 2 of 2 10.40 1h 00m

17/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 3AR Arabic Reading Mock 10.40 50m or 1h

17/12/2021 Mocks DOM Mock GCSE 3UR Urdu Reading Mock 10.40 45m or 1h 
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Madani Schools MOCK and GCSE (FINAL) Exam Timetable 2021-22

Exam Date Exam series Board Qual

Examination 

Code Subject Title

Exam 

Time Exam Duration

10/01/2022 Jan-22 OCR Cambridge National R051/01 Sport Studies - Year 10 MBS Contemporary issues in sport AM 1h 00m

Feb-22

14 to 18/02/2022 Mocks DOM2 Mock Series 2 Core Subjects - Maths / Eng Lang 

& Lit / Science

to be confirmed

04/04/2022 to 

20/05/22 Summer 22 AQA GCSE Speaking

MFL 

French,Urdu,Italian,Arabic,Spanish

,German Window for speaking tests

15/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA Functional Skills 5930 Entry Level Maths Final date for submitting portfolio / teacher-set assignments

15/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA Functional Skills 5972/3 Step Up to English Silver/Gold Final date for submitting Non-Exam Assessments

16/05/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1RA0 1C Religious Studies RE Paper 1 - Islam AM 1h 45m 

16/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J277/01 Computer Science Computer Systems PM 1h 30m 

17/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J247/01 Biology Paper 1 (Foundation tier) AM 1h 45m 

17/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J247/03 Biology Paper 3 (Higher tier) AM 1h 45m 

17/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/01 Combined Science Paper 1 (Biology) (Foundation) AM 1h 10m 

17/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/07 Combined Science Paper 7 (Biology) (Higher) AM 1h 10m 

17/05/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1UR0 1F/1H Urdu Urdu Listening Foundation or Higher PM 0h35m or 0h45m

17/05/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1UR0 3F/3H Urdu Urdu Reading Foundation or Higher PM 0h50m or 1h 05m

18/05/2022 Summer 22 Eduqas GCSE C700U10-1 English Language Language Paper 1 MGS Component 1 AM 1h 45m 

18/05/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1EN0/01 English Language Language Paper 1 MBS Fiction & Imaginative AM 1h 45m 

18/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8668/LF/LH German German Listening Foundation or Higher PM 0h35m or 0h45m

18/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8668/RF/RH German German Reading Foundation or Higher PM 0h45m or 1h 00m

19/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8145/1B-A-1B/E History History Paper 1, Section B AM 1h 00m

19/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8633/LF/LH Italian Italian Listening Foundation or Higher PM 0h35m or 0h45m

19/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8633/RF/RH Italian Italian Reading Foundation or Higher PM 0h45m or 1h 00m

20/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8300/1F/1H Maths Mathematics Paper 1 NON-calc AM 1h 30m 

20/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J204/01 Business Business 1: business activity, marketing and people PM 1h 30m 

23/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE Speaking

MFL 

French,Urdu,Italian,Arabic,Spanish Final date for submitting speaking test

23/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8035/1 Geography Geography Paper 1 AM 1h 30m 

24/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8658/LF/LH French French Listening Foundation or Higher AM 0h35m or 0h45m

24/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8658/RF/RH French French Reading Foundation or Higher AM 0h45m or 1h 00m

24/05/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1AA0-1F/1H Arabic Arabic Listening Foundation or Higher AM 0h35m or 0h45m

24/05/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1AA0-3F/3H Arabic Arabic Reading Foundation or Higher AM 0h50m or 1h05m

24/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR Cambridge National R051/01 Sport Studies Contemporary issues in sport PM 1h 00m

25/05/2022 Summer 22 Eduqas GCSE C720U10 English Literature Literature Paper 1 MGS Component 1 AM 2h 00m

25/05/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1ET0/01 English Literature Lit Paper 1 MBS Shakes & Post 1914 Lit AM 1h 45m 

26/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8698/LF/LH Spanish Spanish Listening Foundation or Higher AM 0h35m or 0h45m

26/05/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8698/RF/RH Spanish Spanish Reading Foundation or Higher AM 0h45m or 1h 00m

26/05/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1RA0 2B Religious Studies RE Paper 2 - Christianity PM 0h 50m

27/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J248/01 Chemistry Paper 1 (Foundation tier) AM 1h 45m 

27/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J248/03 Chemistry Paper 3 (Higher tier) AM 1h 45m 

27/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/03 Combined Science Paper 3 (Chemistry) (Foundation) AM 1h 10m 

27/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/09 Combined Science Paper 9 (Chemistry) (Higher) AM 1h 10m 

27/05/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J277/02 Computer Science Computational thinking, algorithms and programming PM 1h 30m 

CLASH!
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Madani Schools MOCK and GCSE (FINAL) Exam Timetable 2021-22

Exam Date Exam series Board Qual

Examination 

Code Subject Title

Exam 

Time Exam Duration

06/06/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1AA0-3F/3H Arabic Arabic Writing Foundation or Higher PM 1h20m or 1h25m

07/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8300/2F/2H Maths Mathematics Paper 2 Calc AM 1h 30m 

07/06/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1UR0 4F/4H Urdu Urdu Writing Foundation or Higher PM 1h20m or 1h25m

07/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8035/2 Geography Geography Paper 2 PM 1h 30m 

08/06/2022 Summer 22 Eduqas GCSE C720U20 English Literature Literature Paper 2 MGS Component 2 AM 2h 00m

08/06/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1ET0/02 English Literature Lit Paper 2 MBS AM 1h 20m

08/06/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1RA0 3C Religious Studies RE Paper 3 - Philosophy & Ethics PM 0h 50m

09/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8145/1A-A/ 1A-D History History Paper 1, Section A AM 1h 00m

09/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J249/01 Physics Paper 1 (Foundation tier) PM 1h 45m 

09/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J249/03 Physics Paper 3 (Higher tier) PM 1h 45m 

09/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/05 Combined Science Paper 5 (Physics) (Foundation) PM 1h 10m 

09/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/11 Combined Science Paper 11 (Physics) (Higher) PM 1h 10m 

10/06/2022 Summer 22 Eduqas GCSE C700U20-1 English Language Language Paper 2 MGS Component 2 AM 2h 00m

10/06/2022 Summer 22 Edexcel GCSE 1EN0/02 English Language Language Paper 2 MBS Non-Fiction & Transactional AM 2h 05m

13/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8300/3F/3H Maths Mathematics Paper 3 Calc AM 1h 30m 

13/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J204/02 Business Business 2: operations, finance and influences on business PM 1h 30m 

14/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8035/3 Geography Geography Paper 3 AM 1h 00m

14/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8633/WF/WH Italian Italian Writing Foundation or Higher PM 1h05m or 1h20m

15/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J247/02 Biology Paper 2 (Foundation tier) AM 1h 45m 

15/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J247/04 Biology Paper 4 (Higher tier) AM 1h 45m 

15/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/02 Combined Science Paper 2 (Biology) (Foundation) AM 1h 10m 

15/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/08 Combined Science Paper 8 (Biology) (Higher) AM 1h 10m 

15/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8552/W Design & Technology Design Written Paper PM 2h 00m

16/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8145/2A-A/ 2A-C History History Paper 2, Section A AM 1h 00m

16/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8658/WF/WH French French Writing Foundation or Higher PM 1h05m or 1h20m

16/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA FSMQ 8365/1 Maths Certificate in Further Maths Level 2 Paper 1 PM 1h 45m 

17/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8698/WF/WH Spanish Spanish Writing Foundation or Higher AM 1h05m or 1h20m

20/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J248/02 Chemistry Paper 2 (Foundation tier) AM 1h 45m 

20/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J248/04 Chemistry Paper 4 (Higher tier) AM 1h 45m 

20/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/04 Combined Science Paper 4 (Chemistry) (Foundation) AM 1h 10m 

20/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/10 Combined Science Paper 10 (Chemistry) (Higher) AM 1h 10m 

21/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA GCSE 8145/2B-A/ 2B-D History History Paper 2, Section B AM 1h 00m

23/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J249/02 Physics Paper 2 (Foundation tier) AM 1h 45m 

23/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J249/04 Physics Paper 4 (Higher tier) AM 1h 45m 

23/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/06 Combined Science Paper 6 (Physics) (Foundation) AM 1h 10m 

23/06/2022 Summer 22 OCR GCSE J250/12 Combined Science Paper 12 (Physics) (Higher) AM 1h 10m 

27/06/2022 Summer 22 AQA FSMQ 8365/2 Maths Certificate in Further Maths Level 2 Paper 2 PM 1h 45m 

29/06/2022 Summer 22 ALL

25/08/2022 Summer 22 ALL

Potential 

Clash

CONTINGENCY DATE - Candidates should remain available for re-scheduled exams until this date

RESULTS DATE
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Candidate confirmation 

NOTE – The following was sent to you via your tutor in tutor time, as a paper version. 

 

To confirm you have received, read and understood the contents of this handbook, please sign 

and date the tear-off slip below and return to your form tutor by November 15th 2021. 

If there is anything you do not understand, you should ask the Examinations Officer for 

clarification. He can be emailed: exams@madani.leicester.sch.uk 

 

 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Candidate Exam Handbook 

NAME:   Overwrite your name and tutor group here               

Date I received the handbook:   DD / MM / YYYY 

I have read the contents 

I understand (Tick all of the boxes that apply) 

 What constitutes malpractice in examinations/assessments 

 What my personal data is used for by awarding bodies 

 Copyright 

I have read and understand the 2021-2022 JCQ ‘information for candidates’ documents as 

they relate to the qualifications I am taking (Tick all of the boxes that apply) 

 Coursework 

 Non-examination assessments 

 Privacy Notice 

 Social media 

 Written exams 

I have the following equipment in preparation for the mock exam series: 

 Working scientific calculator 

 Ruler 

 Compasses 

 Protractor 

 Erasers 

 Pencil and pencil sharpener 

 Drawing equipment [coloured pencils, set square] for Design Technology [if applicable] 

 

By signing here, I am confirming all of the above 

 

Candidate Signature:    Overwrite your signature here      Date of signature: DD / MM / YYYY 
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